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The Sundial House Group is offering another series of interesting events during 2017.  

The foundation of the group’s international service work is the highly regarded correspondence 
training course in creative meditation.  Worldwide, creative meditation working with the values 
and qualities of the soul, is recognised as the spiritual companion to the ‘self-realising’ 
psychology known as psychosynthesis. 
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The Sundial House Group Correspondence Training Course 
in Creative Meditation 

Meditation is an ancient spiritual practice.  There is a wide and varied 
selection of different meditative approaches.  

 A simple description of meditation is that it is focused attentive thinking. 
Fundamentally, meditation is a transformational practice that brings the 

soul into relationship with its personality.  It is a gradual process that brings about a refreshing 
attitude to one’s inner and outer life. Soul consciousness can be considered as a field of 
evolving personal wisdom that is acquired through the experience of daily living. 

Creative Meditation is an approach that uses our innate skills to imagine, plan and develop 
positive ideas and projects with the intention of bringing them into being.  The Group for 
Creative Meditation works with the six natural qualities and values of the soul that are 
foundational to the establishment of goodwill and right relations within humanity and thereby all 
kingdoms of nature.  ‘Right’ here is taken to mean a common purpose, intention and goal that 
benefits the Whole. 

In The Three Year Training Course in Group Creative Meditation 

Each student works with support and encouragement. 
Study papers are received every two months throughout the year. 
The First Course covers the basic components of creative meditation. 

      The Second and Third Courses build on these basic skills and focus on care in meditation 
and the techniques for personal and planetary renewal.   

Students and Co-workers throughout the world focus on six seed ideas [that are also known 
as the six Laws and Principles of the Soul] sequentially during the year, giving two 
months consideration to each: right relations, goodwill, group endeavour, unanimity, 
spiritual approach and essential divinity. 

The Sundial House Group & The International Group for Creative Meditation is a Registered 
Charity.  The new round of training begins on 21 December each year.  A charge is made for 
the delivery of these courses.  If you are interested, visit www.creativegroupmeditation.org or 
contact sundialcentre@tbtinternet.com   Cost supplied on application. 
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A Sundial Centre Re-Treat 10 - 12 February 2017 

‘Relationship is Everything – Everything is Relationship’  
Facilitator: Janet Derwent  

             Venue: Sundial Centre, TN33 0NE, East Sussex 
Registering from 4.30pm Friday 10 February until 4.00pm Sunday 12 February 2017 

Non- Residential Fee = £95 
price includes, refreshments, vegetarian lunches & dinners. 

Residential Fee = £175  
price includes full board, refreshments, vegetarian lunches & dinners. 

[please make your own arrangements if you have special dietary needs] 
 

The correspondence training in creative meditation, working with the laws and principles of the soul, is 
a lifestyle choice. These six Laws and Principles of Everyday Living are the foundation stones for 
creating a new culture of loving understanding.  The gymnasium of life prepares us as we experience 
the rough and tumble of daily encounters.  Gradually we come to recognise and cooperate with the 
path of least resistance.  Adopting this heart and mind approach allows us to become en rapport with 
our individual soul in relationship to others. This working alliance deepens and expands our 



understanding of inner and outer relationships.  We come to participate in and contribute to the 
environment in which we live.  We recognise that we have placement and wholeness. 

 
In this experiential workshop we will explore our qualities and values as we work with the Law of Right 
Relationships.  We will work together as a group with the components of creative meditation – 
reflective consideration, contemplation, prayer, invocation, visualisation and blessings - which will 
enhance our ability to understand our relationship with this Law of the Soul and reveal its underlying 
Principle, that of Goodwill.  

 
Every step of the way has to be carved out by a man himself,  

and there is no short or easy road out of darkness and into light. 
                                                                                                          -‘Treatise on White Magic’ p.60 

 

Persist. Failure never prevents success. Difficulties develop the strength of the soul. 
The secret of success is ever to stand steady and to be impersonal.  

                                                               -‘Treatise on White Magic’ p. 559 
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 A Sundial House Group Retreat — 30 June – 2 July 2017 
‘The 7 Rays – An intriguing research of the roots of your life energies’ 

Facilitator: Francesco Viglienghi 
Venue: Sundial Centre, TN33 0PF East Sussex 

Registering from 4.30pm Friday 30 June until 4.00pm Sunday 2 July 2017 
Non- Residential Fee = £95 

price includes, refreshments, vegetarian lunches & dinners. 
Residential Fee = £175  

price includes full board, refreshments, vegetarian lunches & dinners. 
[please make your own arrangements if you have special dietary needs] 

 
The Seven Spirits of Divinity witnessed in a vision by John the Divine and now frequently called the 
Seven Rays, have been interpreted in various ways, but are taken fundamentally to symbolise the 
sevenfold pattern through which the Life Force manifests. 

A Ray can be a principle of limitation, as well as endowing specific capabilities and qualities.  It 
governs the method of a person’s interrelations with other people and to life in general, and is largely 
responsible for their reactions, preferences, strengths and weaknesses under differing circumstances. 

Indeed what you are going to discover in this workshop is that these seven main streams of 
fundamental energies combine themselves in order to build the basic structure of your being. As a 
house can be made of concrete, wood, iron, glass, rubber, copper and various kind of stones 
moulded together in numberless combinations and forms, so our being is generated at this energetic 
level by seven distinct and recognizable streams. 

How can knowledge of this subtle reality be useful and even important in your everyday life? 

Join us to explore this question, experientially and theoretically in this Seven Rays Workshop 
facilitated by Francesco Viglienghi, who trained with Sergio Bartoli the founder of The Community of 
Living Ethics. 

 

‘As souls, men derive their life from the ocean of the Universal, and not from the tiny well of the 
particular.  Carrying their little pitchers, they find their way to the ocean, and for themselves they draw 

into that receptacle that which they need.’ – ‘The Seven Rays of Energy’ by Michal Eastcott  
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A Creative Meditation Retreat – Creative Living   

The Creative Art of Living Life – Responding to the Touch of the Soul  

 The ‘Italian Retreat’ Facilitators:  Janet Derwent & Elisabetta Raspini  

Sunday 13 August to Saturday 19 August 2017 

The mysteries of the livingness of the laws and principles of the soul can be revealed through focused 
attention and reflective thinking applied to our everyday living.  We, humanity, learn by doing.  During 
this experiential creative meditation retreat we will explore levels of perception that lie behind the form 
and which bring life and meaning to our daily encounters. 

 Relationship is everything and everything is relationship.  A greater growth of understanding is one of 
the results of a closer relationship with the inner and outer worlds of thought.  This fundamental 
spiritual infusion of the personality is a transformational relationship which gifts many surprising and 
creative outcomes.  For the soul is group conscious and its touch gradually reveals the emergent new 
culture and civilisation through the synthesis of our individual labours.  Service is both a personal and 
group effort which will and is building the new world order out of the chaos and suffering of the times.  

In this Italian summer retreat of 2017 we will work together creatively using meditation, experiential 
exercises, projection and dialoguing to experience the Livingness of the Soul as it blesses and calls to 
us individually and collectively through our group environments. All are welcome to join us in this 
pioneering and experimental work. 

The Retreat will take place in one of the Community of Living Ethics centres. These are located in 
the beautiful and charming countryside in the heart of Italy (situated between Rome and Florence).  
Activities undertaken during the week will include group study and meditation, sharing, contact with 
nature, physical exercise, visits to sacred sites such as St. Frances’ retreat monastery and to some 
places of art in the surroundings nearby. 

The seminar will start on Sunday at 4.30pm and will end on Saturday at 1.00pm.  The Retreat is 
offered with full board, including meals, both vegetarian and non-vegetarian.  Prices supplied on 
application.  Book a place by directly contacting: light.net@comunitadieticavivente.org  
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A Sundial House Group Workshop/ Retreat — 3 – 5 November 2017 
   ‘An Experiential Introduction to the 7 Rays through Astrological Psychology 

Facilitators: Geraldine Dayton & Janet Derwent 
Venue: Sundial Centre, TN33 0PF East Sussex 

Registering from 4.30pm Friday 3 November until 4.00pm Sunday 5 November 2017  
Non- Residential Fee = £95 

price includes, refreshments, vegetarian lunches & dinners. 
Residential Fee = £175  

price includes full board, refreshments, vegetarian lunches & dinners. 
[please make your own arrangements if you have special dietary needs] 

 
Astrological psychology, also known as Huber Astrology, was developed by Swiss 
astrologers/psychologists Bruno & Louise Huber.  It is based on 50 years of research by the Huber’s 
who initially developed this approach while working with Roberto Assagioli, the founder of 
Psychosynthesis.  The Huber’s esoteric background is with Alice Bailey. 

Astrological psychology is a powerful tool for developing self-awareness and spiritual growth.  It 
encourages us to take full responsibility for ourselves and our actions and can highlight where we are 
in life.  It also offers useful insights and information about the psychological stages we travel through 
during our lifetime. 

Using our own Natal charts to indicate our possible Rays, we will explore the basics of the Seven 
Rays through Huber Astrology.  During this experiential weekend together, we will creatively meditate 
with the qualities and values of the Rays and work experientially.  We will develop our observational, 
reflective and diagnostic skills by proposing a ray analysis of selected case studies.  The focus will be 



on developing a basic understanding of the Seven Rays and not on an in-depth astrological 
interpretation of our Charts.   

As part of this experiential retreat we will be working with our own natal chart. For your natal chart to 
be prepared in advance ready for the weekend, please send your date of birth and the time and place 
of your birth when booking.  If you do not have the time, a midday chart can be drawn for you or if 
someone has told you you were born around a certain time, this can be used but these charts will not, 
of course, give you accurate information. 

Astrological psychology is used not to predict the future but as an indicator of how and when to work 
positively with the opportunities that the Life of the Soul creates for its personality in this life’s 
adventure. 

(Crises) foster compassion and understanding, for the pain and inner conflict they have engendered is 
never forgotten, for they draw upon the resources of the heart. They release the light of wisdom 

 within the field of knowledge and the world is thereby enriched. 
        - ‘Esoteric Astrology’ p.477 
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Two New Online Study Courses 
 

‘The Nature of The Soul’ by Lucille Cedercrans 
The ZOOM teleconferencing platform will be used for online meetings. 
Facilitators: Janet & Paul Derwent  
 
‘This movement of the Soul towards expression within and through its lower counterpart – its 
personality – can be seen within the mass consciousness of the whole human family.  In no areas 
of that mass is it stilled, but moves constantly to produce an awakening of humankind to its 
presence.  Men and women everywhere are becoming restless, dissatisfied and overburdened 
with the world of material values they have created for themselves.  They seek new values which 
will bring lasting peace to their world, little knowing as yet the nature of that peace’. – ‘The Nature 
of the Soul’ by Lucille Cedercrans 
 
In this study and service venture we will meditate, project, listen, read and dialogue together as 
we work sequentially through this Wisdom Teaching together.  To register an interest please 
contact the sundialcentre@btinternet.com  When enough people have let it be known they are 
willing to begin we will organise an initiating group meeting to determine the routine that best suits 
our purposes.  
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The Group for Creative Meditation  
The ZOOM teleconferencing platform will be used for online meetings. 
Facilitator: Janet Derwent  
 
The 10 year Group for Creative Meditation on the Laws and Principles of the Kingdom of Souls is a 
worldwide subjective group service activity.  Men and women of goodwill are playing their part steadily 
and responsibly as they use their prayer and meditation life to contribute to fashioning and crafting of 
a society of beauty and unfolding compassionate understanding.  Society after all can be considered 
as a gift to humanity within which each of us has a part to play that is a unique contribution to the 
whole. 
 
The is an invitation to SDH Co-Workers to join an online study and meditation group which uses the 
IGCM Study Sets created by Roberto Assagioli and his fellow co-workers in direct response to a 
request made by the Tibetan Master, DK in ‘Discipleship for the New Age Vol. II’ pp 231 – 239.  This 
is an opportunity extended to those co-workers who are already receiving these study papers.  



 
In this IGCM study and service venture we will meditate, project, listen, read and dialogue together as 
we work sequentially through a selected Series of Study Sets.  To register an interest please contact 
the sundialcentre@btinternet.com  When enough people have let it be known they are willing to begin 
we will organise an initiating group meeting to determine the routine that best suits our purposes 
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For further details of these Sundial House Courses and Events visit the group website 

www.creativegroupmeditation.org   Book & pay to reserve a place via the group website or by 
contacting sundialcentre@btinternet.com    
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A Sundial Centre Re-Treat coming soon 2018  

         ‘Exploring the Soul’s Quest – The Soul’s Code lived creatively’ 
     Facilitator: Janet Derwent & Susan Green 

 
Life prepares us as we acquire, practice and improve our skills and talents in the theatre of everyday 
living.  Opportunities arise that enable us to develop and grow unconsciously at first.  Then 
providentially there comes a time when our environment presents us with a challenge that we rise to 
and embrace or not.  Those of us who are fortunate recognise that we begin to thrive in the work that 
we choose to undertake.  There is a joy in what we do and we live to work and serve through careers, 
families, friendships, societies, organisations or hobbies.  We have found our place in the jig-saw 
puzzle of life.  
 
In this experiential workshop we will explore our talents and skills.  We will work with elementary 
psychosynthesis techniques and creative meditation to come to a glimpse of understanding of the 
pattern of our relationships, chances and prospects. 

 
This retreat is devoted to exploring our relationship with our soul’s code through creativity, imagination 
and guided visualisations.  We will work together throughout the weekend to gain greater insight into 
our own personal wisdom and the contribution we are making to the wisdom of the collective. 
 

‘“What ages is not merely your functions and organs, but the whole of your nature, that 
particular person you have come to be and already were years ago.”  

― James Hillman, ‘The Force of Character: And the Lasting Life’. 
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The Sundial House Group & The International Group for Creative Meditation is a registered charity No 1158521 

www.creativegroupmeditation.org  


